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After a thorough research on the Chinese market, assorted challenges 

associating to human resource direction were identified. The possible 

challenges that the ABC Company could confront as it establishes itself in 

China were seen to go around around the cultural environment, political 

environment, deployment, among others ( Chow et al, 2008, 690 ) . The 

complexnesss involved in operating in a concern outside Australia for the 

ABC Company, will raise the issue of distinction in the modes encountered in 

the acquisition of assorted classs of employees. The human resource 

directors will at all times be required to advance the cultivation of values, 

moralss, and beliefs in the direction of workplace diverseness ( Mungenast, 

2007, 6 ) . Additionally, they should actuate the employees therefore 

heightening their opportunities of accomplishing their ends and aims. 

The cultural challenges that will be faced be ABC Company in China can 

outdo be explained by Hofstede 's theory that assumes that most directors 

operate in concerns that traverse assorted cultural values and will finally act 

upon how direction patterns are carried out ( Aswathappa & A ; Dash, 2007 

36 ) . The civilization of a certain society will ever go around around 

household constructions, educational constructions, faith, and signifiers of 

authorities. This attack ever values the orientation of civilization and the 

planning of human resource direction and will bespeak the engagement of 

single in a peculiar undertaking ( Brown & A ; MacBean, 2005, 22 ) . It 

influences the distinguishable psychological variables that influence the 

working environment. This Hofstede 's attack is appropriately used in this 

survey since it will demo the differences between states by demoing the 

relationship of persons in the work topographic point and motivational 
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techniques. He argued in his portion that people can either work as lone 

persons, or jointly. Motivational orientation will be influenced by the gender 

of the workers and this creates a batch of challenges in the society. 

Uncertainty turning away of the employees and power distance are the 

parametric quantities that will make challenges to the ABC Company as they 

open mercantile establishments in China ( Bowen et al, 2002, 117 ) . 

There are a batch of cultural features that causes challenges human 

resource direction patterns in China. Most workers in China are ever worried 

about the security of occupations that they are willing to make. This is 

aggravated by hungriness and political confusion that took root in the late 

fiftiess and early sixtiess. This made a batch of people to be inclined towards

the occupations that are long term. This is a great challenge to the ABC 

Company because its human resource directors will be forced to alter tact 

and to use people to work on lasting footings. Making anything contrary to 

this will take to hapless enlisting since cipher would wish to work on 

occupations that have limited security ( Chow et al, 2008, 690 ) . 

The collectivized nature of the Chinese society as explained by Hofstede 's 

theory will do it difficult for the company to get the best gifted people. This is

because people are non willing to stand out from the crowd and do non like 

taking hazards. The 'Quanxi'/connections as portion of Chinese civilization 

are besides seen as one of the challenge that faces HRM because any 

relationship between the directors and their subsidiaries influences those 

that are to be hired. The manner of acquisition and honoring employees in 

this instance is done on the footing of 'who-knows-who ' and this creates a 
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possible problem to international companies that may non understand it 

deductions ( Mungenast, 2007, 6 ) . 

The political environment may besides be another beginning of challenges to

the ABC Company particularly in footings of currency, conflicting Torahs, and

managing the skyrocketing monetary values of goods and services. It is of 

import to observe that the authorities has laid regulations that restrict the 

mobility of labour from one province to the other ( Aswathappa & A ; Dash, 

2007 36 ) . This means that the company may be forced by the prevailing 

fortunes to use persons who are non qualified to execute a peculiar 

undertaking, if they set up their concern in the topographic point where the 

needed professional can be found ( Zhu, & A ; Warner, 2004, 320 ) . 

Additionally, another challenge originating from the political point of position 

is the fact that the authorities of normally grabs the really qualified forces to 

work in the ministries and other offices. This will go forth the private sector 

with few qualified people ( Pudelko & A ; Harzing, 2007, 547 ) . They will hold

no other pick but to use persons who may be holding lower criterions than 

what is required by their HRM. This is a challenge that may greatly impact 

the quality of services given and offered by the company. 

Other challenges that may be faced by the company in the class of set uping

its concern in China includes the acquisition of persons with questionable 

wonts since there is a high competition for the qualified persons. Other 

challenges related to deployment are the demand of workers to fall in trade 

brotherhoods and the employment of persons who may no be needfully 

qualified. The promotion in engineering each and every twenty-four hours 

creates a challenge to the company since it may hold to retrain its 
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employees each and every minute ( Brown & A ; MacBean, 2005, 21 ) . This 

greatly contributed by the dynamic nature of China 's economic system that 

is altering drastically each twenty-four hours. 

How these challenges differ from the US and the UK 
The challenges likely to be faced by ABC Company in the UK and the US are 

drastically different from those that are faced in China. One illustration is the

fact that in China, companies have to put a batch of money to assist them 

unearth the best campaigners from the battalion who are concealing due to 

their impression that they should work jointly as explained by Hofstede 's 

theory ( Boselie, et Al, 2005, 80 ) . The challenge faced in the Anglo-

American and European market nevertheless is the stiff competition of 

employees who believe they can work best as persons ( Vance et al, 2006, 

61 ) . This capitalist impression of the persons forces the human resource 

directors to put a batch of money in competitory enlisting thrusts as they will

seek to place the best employees. 

As before indicated, employees in China can merely fall in one trade 

brotherhoods while in the UK and the US market, they can fall in every bit 

many as they want ( Pudelko & A ; Harzing, 2007, 547 ) . This creates a 

challenge to the company since the employees are given the chance to 

demand many rights that may non be met easy. The freedom of employees 

to travel freely in the European and the US market threatens the company 's 

work force and anytime they can free valuable employees to the outside 

market. While it is a challenge in China to honor employees in China due to 

the 'connections ' , it is a challenge in the US and the UK when all employees

become really competitory to an extent that it becomes difficult for the 
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direction to place the best ways to honor their employees ( Bowen et al, 

2002, 117 ) . 

Another facet that exists in the Chinese market from the US and the UK 

market is the Anglo-American HRM patterns where there is broad credence 

and importance in the use and development of the abilities of the 

employees. This is taken to be a agency of promoting competition within the 

work force and is normally done authorities policies that promote instruction 

and preparations of employees ( Mungenast, 2007, 6 ) . The ultimate 

consequence is the supply of really qualified forces with the needed 

accomplishments in the market. This system besides consists of a five-phase

plan designed to develop employees on the assorted civilizations that they 

will meet as they work. This is aimed at run intoing the assorted challenges 

and be able to work with minimal obstructions. This minimizes the 

challenges met but it is nevertheless missing in the Chinese HRM market 

where there are a batch of challenges associated with exile and absence of 

Anglo-American theoretical account complicates the whole state of affairs 

( Pudelko & A ; Harzing, 2007, 547 ) . 

The European manner of labour development, direction and capitalist 

economy has been developed in the sense that it is designed to control the 

cross-cultural challenges that may predominate in the market. One instance 

for case is the policy that may look to prefer capitalist economy exemplified 

by the Social Charter model that outlines sufficient stairss refering the 

manner of honoring employees ( Jackson, 2002, 148 ) . This is a good 

manner of undertaking the prevailing challenges in HRM in the European and

the US by happening ways to confront the job of commanding benefits costs 
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on the member provinces. The quest for capitalist economy in the European 

market has besides seen the decrease in the corporate bargaining power of 

employees and a promising decentalisation in the hereafter while the 

development of irrelevant brotherhoods being farther reduced ( Pudelko & 

A ; Harzing, 2007, 547 ) . This promotes 'individualized ' professionalism that 

may in the long prove to be less disputing than the group behaviour 

witnessed in the Chinese market. This is a drastic contrast with the 

challenges faced in such a market like China where the authorities has 

hapless HR policies ensuing in a rhythm of eternal challenges ( Aswathappa 

& A ; Dash, 2007 36 ) . 

Decision 
Any company that has decided to run globally should be ready to confront 

the challenge that accompanies the determination. It is clear from this 

research that China brings mores challenges to the floor and ABC Company 

should see them critically before turn overing out its operations. The concern

will merely be successful if the company braces itself to confront the 

cultural, political and the other challenges ( Jackson, 2002, 148 ) . 
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